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C
anada is interested in procur-
ing unmanned aircraft that will 
provide persistent Intelligence, 
3URVEILLANCE¬ AND¬ 2ECONNAIS-
SANCE¬�)32	¬AND¬STRIKE¬CAPABILI-

ties as part of a Canadian defence policy 
initiative. With discussions still ongoing, 
IT�S¬LOOKING¬MORE¬AND¬MORE¬LIKE¬THE¬-1
�"¬ 3KY'UARDIAN¬ FROM¬ 'ENERAL¬ !TOMICS¬
!ERONAUTICAL¬3YSTEMS¬)NC�¬�'!!3)	¬IS¬THE¬
right solution for Canada.

In addition to meeting the Canadian 
SECURITY¬ REQUIREMENT�¬ '!!3)�S¬ -1�"¬
development program, which has already 
BEEN¬SELECTED¬BY¬THE¬5+�S¬2OYAL¬!IR¬&ORCE�¬
will include Canadian industry partners 
for the sustainment and development of 
NEW¬CAPABILITIES¬FOR¬NOT¬ONLY¬-1�"�¬BUT¬
for other Predator series aircraft as well. 
#OMPANIES¬ LIKE¬ #!%¬ AND¬ ,�¬ 7%3#!-¬
ARE¬ALREADY¬WORKING¬WITH¬'!!3)�

h-1�"¬ 3KY'UARDIAN¬ DELIVERS¬ MULTI
mission capability and provides a sustain-
ABLE¬!RCTIC¬PRESENCE�v¬ SAID¬!RIA¬-AHDION�¬
'!!3)¬ "USINESS¬ $EVELOPMENT¬ ,EAD¬ FOR¬
Canada. “It’s interoperable with existing 
2OYAL¬ #ANADIAN¬ !IR¬ &ORCE¬ ASSETS�¬ AS¬ WELL¬
AS¬&IVE¬%YES¬;&6%9=¬AND¬.!4/¬ALLIES�¬ALL¬
with low acquisition cost and sustainment.” 

Multi-mission
4HE¬ -1�"¬ 3KY'UARDIAN¬ LEVERAGES¬ THE¬
MATURE¬SYSTEM¬ARCHITECTURE¬OF¬LEGACY¬-1
�!¬2EMOTELY¬0ILOTED¬!IRCRAFT¬�20!	�¬WHICH¬
IS¬PRODUCED¬BY¬'!!3)¬AND¬IS¬CURRENTLY¬IN¬
OPERATION¬FOR¬THE¬5�3�¬!IR¬&ORCE�¬-1�"¬
incorporates enhancements to support mis-
sion capability, global industrial expertise, 
and unfettered access to national and in-
TERNATIONAL¬ AIRSPACE�¬#URRENT¬ -1�¬ SERIES¬
users include the United States, United 
Kingdom, Italy, France and Spain. 

!S¬A¬MULTIMISSION¬AIRCRAFT�¬THE¬-1�"¬
SkyGuardian and its nine hardpoints pro-
vide unmatched configurability to meet 
an operator’s mission requirements. In 
A¬ BASIC¬ )32¬ CONlGURATION�¬ THE¬ -1�"¬
features a high performance 360° multi-
MODE¬ MARITIME¬ RADAR�¬ TO¬ SUPPORT¬ !RCTIC¬
patrol and maritime surveillance missions, 
AND¬THE¬'!!3)¬,YNX¬-ULTIMODE¬2ADAR�¬

!¬ VARIANT¬ CAN¬ ALSO¬ BE¬ CONlGURED¬ FOR¬
maritime operations called the Sea-
'UARDIAN�¬'!!3)¬DEVELOPED¬A¬MARITIME¬
radar kit containing a 360° multi-mode 
maritime radar fielded on U.S. Depart-
ment of Homeland Security Predator B 
aircraft. This same kit can be fitted to 
-1�"�S¬ CENTERLINE¬ HARDPOINT�¬ )T¬ CAN¬
support a host of maritime radars facili-
tating long-range surveillance, coastal 
surveillance, small target detection, and 
search and rescue operations. Maritime 
configured aircraft would also be fitted 
WITH¬THE¬!UTOMATIC¬)DENTIlCATION¬3YSTEM¬
�!)3	¬ TRANSPONDER¬ TO¬AID¬ IN¬ THE¬POSITIVE¬
identification of vessels. 

Canadian Arctic
The challenges Canadian defence faces in 
THE¬!RCTIC¬INCLUDE¬SUBZERO¬TEMPERATURES�¬
LIMITED¬ HIGHBANDWIDTH¬ 3!4#/-¬ COV-
erage, and inhospitable conditions that 
prevent traditional staffing and logistics 
approaches. Designed for all-weather op-
ERATIONS�¬THE¬-1�"¬ADDRESSES¬THESE¬CHAL-
lenges. It is equipped with a proven ice 
protection system that has been success-
fully employed with the U.S. military. 

3KY'UARDIAN¬ HAS¬ AN¬ !UTOMATIC¬ 4AKE
/FF¬AND¬,ANDING¬#APABILITY¬�!4,#	¬WITH¬
"EYOND¬,INE¬OF¬3IGHT¬�",/3	¬3!4#/-¬
data-link that operates above 70° north, 
while maintaining command and control 

FROM¬ANYWHERE¬ON¬EARTH�¬-1�"�S¬�����¬
nautical mile mission radius combined 
WITH¬ THE¬ NEW¬ ",/3¬ !4,#¬ ALLOWS¬ FOR¬
launch and recovery of the aircraft from 
a hospitable forward operating base. The 
",/3¬!4,#¬REDUCES¬THE¬SIZE¬OF¬THE¬CREW¬
needed at the launch and recovery site. 

Certifiable
'!!3)¬IS¬TAKING¬ON¬THE¬CHALLENGE¬OF¬EARN-
ing airworthiness certification with Sky-
'UARDIAN�¬'!!3)¬DEVELOPED¬A¬$ETECT¬AND¬
!VOID¬ SYSTEM¬ THAT¬ PROVIDES¬ REQUIRED¬ COL-
lision avoidance, as well as going beyond 
today’s manned aircraft requirements with 
THE¬ADDITION¬OF¬A¬$UE¬2EGARD¬2ADAR�¬

4HE¬'!!3)¬!DVANCED¬#OCKPIT¬'ROUND¬
Control Station (GCS) has been modified 
to meet approval requirements, with some 
hardware changes required for flight-crit-
ical functions, similar to what is seen on 
today’s modern business aircraft.

Performance 
7ITH¬ 3KY'UARDIAN�¬ '!!3)¬ IS¬ IMPROVING¬
the performance and capabilities of the 
baseline aircraft. Longer-span wings fit-
ted with winglets allow nearly 1,360 kg 
(3,000 lb) of additional fuel to be carried 
INTERNALLY�¬%NDURANCE¬ IN¬ AN¬ )32¬UNARMED¬
configuration improves from 27 hours to 
more than 40 hours. This increase allows 
THE¬20!¬ TO¬BE¬USED¬ IN¬ A¬ GREATER¬NUMBER¬
of roles and to operate in difficult-to-reach 
regions. 

SkyGuardian offers customers un-
matched per¬sistence, versatility and cost-
effectiveness across a broad spectrum of re-
quirements. Having already been selected 
BY¬THE¬2OYAL¬!IR¬&ORCE�S¬�2!&	¬02/4%#-
4/2¬PROGRAM�¬ THE¬-1�"¬WILL¬BE¬CERTI-
lED¬TO¬.!4/¬STANDARDS¬�34!.!'¬����	�¬

MQ-9B SKYGUARDIAN 
MEETS CANADA’S MULTI-MISSION REQUIREMENTS 

INNOVATION SHOWCASE
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